Digital

deposition

Fast, affordable and reliable

62 Countries | 50 US States | 30,000 Installations

For when it matters

most

For The Record (FTR) is a global leader in digital recording solutions – trusted to capture evidence,
testimonies and the court record for more than 25+ years.
With more than 30,000 installations across 62 countries, For The Record provides digital recording confidence when it
matters most: in courts, depositions and law enforcement.
Being dedicated to the justice system, our purpose-built solutions reliably capture and securely store the digital record,
and support court reporters to deliver high quality transcripts.

Discover so much

more

With For The Record, you will discover that
preparations for trial can be a whole lot easier
with a robust recording solution to capture
testimony and conduct examinations.
Our portable and fixed, on-location options - either fully
supported under a support contract or managed remotely
- offer seamless simplicity pre-trial and flexibility to deliver
what’s needed for different cases and clients.

The integrated solution combines best-of-breed hardware
and the industry-leading FTR Gold software with its high
fidelity audio (up to eight channels) and HD video recording,
easy annotation and advanced storage. With the FTR
system, there is no more confusion over who owns the
recording and where it is. The recording is captured digitally
and owned by the party(ies) paying for the recording.
The recording is available and retrievable to you through
your FTR account.
Housed in a compact, convenient mobile kit, the
technology can be easily taken and set-up wherever
required, or established as a permanent recording facility
in your law firm.
For additional confidence and peace-of-mind, the portable
kits are sold with on-line and telephone technical support
while the permanent, fixed solutions can even be remotely
managed by For The Record.

For The Record’s digital deposition

solutions

Portable Solution

Fixed On Premises Solution

Enclosed within a weather-proof, shockresistant, hardcover case. Lightweight and easily
transportable on wheels

Professionally set-up and tested by FTR

User guide and trouble-shooting tips

User guide and trouble-shooting tips

On-line user training

On-line user training

Comes equipped with the world’s leading
and most trusted digital recording software

Comes equipped with the world’s leading and most
trusted digital recording software

One-off purchase price with an annual technical
support fee per unit

Flexible pricing models including both monthly and
upfront payment options plus usage and support

Annual technical support contract available

Backed by an annual technical support contract
Available to be remotely managed by FTR

Do more with

audio

For The Record also provides ‘audio with words’: a speech-to-text tool that uses artificial
intelligence to instantly machine-generate raw text on screen as audio is played.*
*	Please note: This is not a replacement for a certified transcript or official record as in most cases its accuracy
will be lower than a human produced transcript although quality levels will continue to improve with the
fast paced ongoing development of speech to text engines and machine learning.

Recording
confidence in
one compact,
convenient solution

To find out more about
For The Record’s in and
out-of-court solutions,
contact us today:
US toll free: +1 877 650 0958
Email: sales@fortherecord.com
Visit: fortherecord.com
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